
New plans in 2020: SKIN starts helpdesk and workshops on church management
As a church, your mission is primarily to share the gospel with people. However, there are also practical 
things you need to arrange as a church: money and a building are needed, and sometimes you want to 
know what the rules are, for example about ANBI status and registration with the Chamber of Commerce. 
It is not always easy to find this information. That's why SKIN will start working with the VKB in 2020, a 
professional organisation that knows a lot about this. Originally, the VKB focused on treasurers and building 
managers from the Protestant Church of the Netherlands. From 2020, the VKB would like to make its 
expertise available to international and migrant churches. In cooperation with SKIN, it will do this by 
organising a helpdesk and workshops especially for international and migrant churches. 

What does this mean in practice? If you have questions about finances, buildings, contracts, ANBI status, 
paying salaries to employees, or something similar, you can send this question by email or phone to SKIN. 
SKIN will then work with the VKB to find a way to help you in the best possible way. We do this mainly by 
providing information and by consulting our network. The helpdesk is mainly meant for questions from 
individual churches, the workshops can be given in a city of choice when several churches in this city are 
interested. 

Example 1: Financial support
What is possible: Through the SKIN helpdesk you can get information about which funds support projects of
international churches, and how to submit an application with a fund. Or, for example, if you need a 
mortgage, we can inform you which organisations you can approach and what the rules are. In order to 
obtain funds or a mortgage, your financial administration must meet certain conditions. We can tell you 
what those conditions are and what you can do to meet them. We can also give a workshop about this topic
if several churches in your city are interested.
What is not possible: SKIN and VKB don't give financial support themselves, but we can help you to look for 
it and to meet the conditions so you have a better chance of getting support.

Example 2: Buildings
What is possible: Through the SKIN helpdesk we can see if there are churches in your city that are willing to 
share their knowledge, network or building with your church. If you have a concept contract for rent or 
purchase, we can check it for you, if you would like a second opinion from an expert. We can also give a 
workshop about this topic if several churches in your city are interested.
What is not possible: SKIN and VKB don't have any buildings of their own, but we will try to help you search 
for one and to meet the conditions so that you have a better chance of finding a good place.

Example 3: ANBI status
What is possible: SKIN can give you an explanation of the advantages of having an ANBI status, and help you
to check whether you meet the conditions. After this, we can help you to apply for the ANBI status. We can 
also give a workshop about this if several churches in your city are interested.
What is not possible: we cannot take care of the administration of churches. We can explain how you can do
that and which administrative offices can help you with that.

Example 4: Giving employees a salary
What is possible: Through SKIN you can get information about how it works if you want to pay your pastor a 
salary: what is possible, what is not possible, how can I best deal with that, and who can help me with that?
We can also give a workshop about this if several churches in your city are interested.


